Inflatable Stoppers
Rectangular and Square
HFT PIPESTOPPERS®

The latest addition to the Inflatable Pipe Plugs and
Stoppers Range of HFT®’s Pipestoppers® Division are the
innovative Square and Rectangular Inflatable Stoppers.
Manufactured from robust material based on 40 years of
experience manufacturing Inflatable Stoppers.
Most commonly used for:
•

Special applications such as blocking a chute so
materials don’t accidentally fall in.

•

Protecting a square or rectangular pipe or duct from
the entrance of debris, animals and other foreign
objects as well as collecting machining oil or swarf
when in the vertical position.

Each Stopper is fitted as standard with a Schraeder
Valve for inflation and deflation, which is connected to a
1.2 metre long hose. Inflation can be carried out easily
by connecting a hand or foot pump or compressor and
deflation by depressing the pin inside the Valve.
The Standard Square Inflatable Stoppers are available
in sizes from 5” x 5” to 80” x 80” and the Rectangular
Inflatable Stoppers can be made to order.
Whatever your requirement or application, our full range
of Inflatable Stoppers will ensure your pipes are blocked
and free from debris.

HFT PIPESTOPPERS®

other hft PIPESTOPPERS® products:

HFT Pipestoppers® division manufactures a range of
expanding Aluminium pipe plugs that form a positive seal
between surfaces and achieve an air and water-tight seal.
Aluminium Plugs conform to ISO Standards and British
Standard BS 8005 for low pressure testing and sealing of
pipes.

Inflatable Rubber Pipe Plugs are ideal for fast, reliable
and safe stopping and blocking of pipes, joints, channels,
inlets and a number of other uses.
Nylon Expanding Plugs are light, non rusting easy to
expand and can be dismantled for cleaning purposes and
part replacement if required.

Heat Resistant Covers can endure high temperatures,
which protects the inflatable stoppers, preventing them
being damaged or bursting.
Spherical Inflatable Stoppers

They are reusable time and time again, without losing their
heat protecting properties.
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Product Range of HFT Pipestoppers® Division:
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Mechanical Plugs, Nylon, Aluminium, Steel
Inflatable Stoppers Cylindrical and Spherical
Inflatable PetroChem Stoppers
Inflatable Rubber Plugs
Low Profile Inflatable Stoppers (Pancake Style)
Heat Resistant Covers
Ice plug makers with Accu-Freeze™ and Qwik Freezer™
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